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About Us

" Jalapati consolidates
Indonesian high Quality  
arabica coffee bean from

selected local farmers
community and bridge
them to access global

market."

Indonesia is located in the
Pacific ring of fire, and is the
3rd country with the most
number of volcanoes in the
world with 139 volcanoes.
This expanse of volcanoes
makes Indonesia the lungs
and heaven of the world.

Indonesian coffee is grown in
volcanoes, the soil is very
rich in minerals that do not
exist in other countries. This
makes Indonesian coffee has
a distinctive taste.

Jalapati brings coffee from
Indonesia's mountainous
paradise. Our plantations are
small in scale and our capacity
is only 350,6 tonnes per year,
but we are constantly learning
and in the process of
maintaining the quality of our
coffee and forest ecosystem.
So that Jalapati can continue to
provide quality coffee to you
and satisfy your customers.

 



We provide economic
value for small farmers.

Our plantations are
small-scale to always
preserve the forest.

We employ housewives
around the farm for a

better life. We provide jobs for the
youth around the farm

site. So they can be
productive.

Our coffee is picked by hand
to always maintain quality.

Our Quality Control is
carried out continuously.

We continue to
innovate and apply
ethical trading
standards in all of our
trading activities, with
principles of fairness,
transparency,
accountability and
credibility.

Based on these trading
principles, we
continuously strive to
select and collect
sustainably grown
coffee beans
throughout Indonesia.



Make a positive contribution
to the environment and the
country where the company
is located

Making Jalapati a
trusted partner by
domestic and export
consumers for the supply
of Indonesian coffee.

Our Vision Our Mission

Provide added value for all
company stakeholders

including suppliers and
consumers.

Our Value
We Care a Lot



Our Product
Arabica Java Preanger Coffee.
Arabica Bali Kintamani Coffee.
Arabica Gayo Coffee.
Arabica Simalungun Coffee.

Detail product at Our
Catalogue



Our Certificate

License as a Registered Coffee Exporting
Company is stipulated by the Government of

the Republic of Indonesia.

Organic Certificate Certificate of Geographical Indication
of Simalungun Arabica Coffee

Certificate of Geographical Indication
of Gayo Arabica Coffee

Certificate of Geographical Indication
of Bali Kintamani Arabica Coffee



Contact Us

Jl. Al Inaayah Karang Ampel
No. 98, Bekasi, Jawa Barat,
Indonesia 17510.
+(62) 813 8173 3986
Haryoto@jlofood.com
www.jlofood.com
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